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VIEWS & REVIEWS PERSONAL VIEW



We should publish the cost of each piece of research Penelope Hawe professor, Population Health Intervention Research Centre, University of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada T2N 4Z6 Recently I reviewed an imaginative proposal for an $A80m funding programme to prevent chronic disease in the community. It had all the right ideas and components: good evidence for the interventions suggested and encouragement of local decision makers and partners to foster adaptation to context and sustainability. What was the evaluation budget? Ten per cent: it’s always 10%, isn’t it? That is the magic figure that seems to have been passed down through the ages to determine whether or not policies and programmes reach people and whether they work. The week before, I had reviewed a multimillion dollar protocol for a cluster randomised controlled trial of a health promotion intervention in schools. The evaluation to intervention budget ratio was five to one—almost the reverse. There are no prizes for guessing that the first proposal came from a government agency and the second from a health research agency. Yet the results produced by both are intended to advance the way that we build policies and programmes in disease prevention. These scenarios potentially lead to two different types of knowledge poverty. One will be heavy on experience but light on data to tell a convincing story about reach, implementation, quality, and impact. The other will be big on research validity, but possibly about an intervention less well thought through from the perspective of delivery. We have spent the past 20 years in spirited debates about the nature and quality of the evidence needed to revise patterns of morbidity and mortality. But we have spent almost no time documenting the cost of each advance, and this allows the perpetuation of myths about what an appropriate allocation for evaluation of research is.



Indeed, some study designs are seen as positively flamboyant. It is fashionable in some circles to lampoon cluster randomised trials as costly monoliths, for example. Yet there is no reason to believe that alternatives, like replicated case studies or time series analyses, give us cheaper answers, setting aside the argument about whether the answers from alternative designs might be worse or better.



One solution would be for journals to require researchers to disclose their research costs at the time the protocol is published in a peer reviewed journal, and later when the results are



published. The recommendation should apply to all study types, whether interventional research or not. But given the urgent need for population level prevention, I’d suggest we target that research first because it seems to have the most arbitrary budget allocations. Documenting research costs will help other researchers put together their own study designs and grant applications. It will also help to build a truer record of health research and development. Drug companies say that spending 80–90% of their money in development is worth while for the products that their pipeline produces. At present we have no idea whether health service or population health research operates at similar investment to output ratios.



Documenting research costs will advance the discipline of health knowledge economics. We will likely need economists from this discipline to defend investment in health research in the future, as governments become increasingly sceptical about what they gain from researchers.



Of course, economists may be a little unhappy about what we mean by costs. Surely what is funded in a research grant is only a proportion of the real costs, they might well say. So guidance on what might be reasonable assumptions, estimates, and detail for the results represented in any single unit of analysis (a research paper) could come from a consensus among experts, much like we have done already in providing guidance to authors about statistical requirements. Doing costing well will consume resources. So a set of relatively blunt but acceptable temporary principles to describe current studies could precede better, prospective, in-built procedures for resource monitoring and reporting. Although the costs for each unit may vary among countries (that is, interview transcription costs or the salary of a field survey manager), generalisable patterns are likely to emerge. If we don’t start reporting our costs we are at risk of standing by while possible gaps in our prevention knowledge continue to unfold, like the $80m policy and programme prevention roll-out with scant investment in evaluation that I just saw.



It’s just my guess that 10% of the total funds for a programme or policy reserved to evaluate research is not enough to tell an instructive story about process, outcome, and health equity. But
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the point is that with a legacy of research cost metrics we would (eventually) know.
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